How to reduce bias in your hiring process
Research shows that diverse teams tend to
perform better, while teams whose members
think very similarly are less creative and prone
to groupthink.
Yet many classic hiring procedures (like
personal referrals and unstructured interviews)
actually encourage you to fill your teams with
people like yourself. Some of these tips may
take a bit more time or effort, but they can help
you have a more fair, less biased hiring
process — and ultimately build a stronger
team.

1. Scrub job descriptions of biased language and requirements.
Making your job descriptions more inclusive doesn’t mean lowering the bar. It means
widening the net. Your goal at this stage should be to attract as many qualified applicants as
possible. You’ll have plenty of chances to get picky during the screening, interview, and testproject stages.
In your job descriptions:
Eliminate unnecessary requirements. Google, for instance, has expanded the list of
college majors they deem acceptable for certain roles. Does your open position even
require a degree (i.e., does data show that having one leads to strong performance)?
Do you really need a support specialist with Fortune 500 experience? Of course, some
roles are so specialized that certain criteria are mandatory. But to attract the most
diverse candidate pool possible, keep mandatory requirements to a minimum.
Run job description language through a bias filter. Websites and apps, such as
Textio, will grade your job description and point out potentially unwelcoming language.
For example, they might suggest you change “dominate” (which may turn off some
women) with the more neutral “influence.”
If possible, accommodate remote, part-time, and/or flexible hours. Work
configurations like these will attract qualified candidates who might otherwise struggle
to make it to your office every day, like parents (especially single parents), people with
disabilities, or people who can’t afford to live in an expensive city (if your office is in
one).
Signal a culture of inclusion. Add a statement about your team and/or company’s
diversity mission. And mention any inclusive perks your company offers, like childcare
benefits, flex-time, and opportunities to join diversity initiatives.
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2. Find more diverse sources for qualified candidates.
Additional sourcing can be costly and time-consuming, but it’s often worth the trouble —
you’ll not only find a broader range of candidates, but you also may beat others to untapped
talent pools.
Consider posting the job ad on social-networking sites like Facebook and Twitter (and asking
colleagues to, as well). These sites tend to reach more diverse candidates than dedicated
professional networking sites. You and/or your recruiters can also try the numerous U.S. and
international job boards specifically for underrepresented people — for example,
VeteranJobListings and Women Who Code.
Meanwhile, look for other diversity-minded managers at your company. By banding together,
you may be able to form or advocate for recruiting events at local community colleges, rather
than just at well-known schools. Contrary to popular belief, you don’t need a diploma from a
fancy university (and in some cases, from any university) to excel in the workplace.

3. Remove names and other identifying information on job applications and
sample projects.
Names matter. To cite just one of many examples, in the U.S. resumes with black-sounding
names get 30 percent fewer callbacks than identical resumes with white-sounding names,
according to experiments by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
Few of the resume reviewers creating these troubling statistics are aware of what they’re
doing. It’s common to speed past a resume simply because a name is unfamiliar, or one we
haven’t been socially conditioned to associate with the job title we’re screening for.
Just slowing down and reviewing resumes more deliberately can help mitigate bias, if you
can make the time to do so. It’s also pretty easy to “blind” yourself to names and other
identifying information on resumes, job applications, and sample work. Ask HR to replace
candidates’ names with initials or identification numbers, or use an app that allows you to
hide non-essential information from yourself. You can also remove names for the benefit of
others on your evaluation team.

4. Learn how the skills and experiences of lesser-tapped communities may
translate to your industry.
Some managers toss aside resumes from veterans or people from the nonprofit sector or
other industries, assuming the skills these people have just aren’t relevant for the open job.
But is that really the case? What if the managers simply don’t know how the unfamiliar job
titles and experiences translate? Fair-minded managers acknowledge this possibility and
proactively fill in knowledge gaps.
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For example, as part of his recruiting efforts, experienced manager Shahan Mohideen
targeted military veterans. Once resumes started coming in, he asked for help from a
veterans’ group on LinkedIn, family members who are vets, and veterans from his company.
“I apologized in advance and pleaded ignorance,” he explains, “and said, ‘I need help
reading these resumes.’”
Not everyone you ask will meet this kind of request with enthusiasm. But it will be worth the
effort if you end up beating other hiring managers to hidden talent.

5. Standardize interview questions.
Standardized interviews give you the same precious information from everyone — whether
it’s someone you have a lot in common with, or someone who’s a different race, gender,
sexual orientation, religion, or age from you.
Before your first interview, create a list of behavioral and situational questions to ask each
candidate. Behavioral questions focus on what they have done: “Describe the most
significant written report or presentation that you had to complete.” (For more examples, see
our list of 200+ sample behavioral questions.) Situational questions present hypothetical
situations: “How would you handle a customer complaining that he had received insufficient
service?” Both are better predictors of job performance than asking candidates open-ended
questions like “Tell me about yourself.”
Also, try to maintain fairness by sticking to the same follow-up questions when you probe for
more: “How did you approach X?”, “Can you tell me more about that?”, “What were the
results?”

6. Use group interviews and test projects to ensure each candidate receives
the same overall experience.
Group/panel interviews. This is when a large portion — if not all — of your interview
team is present, each taking turns asking questions from a single, predetermined list.
Yes, these interviews are tough to coordinate and can be stressful for interviewees. But
they tend to be the least biased type of interview, partly because social pressure keeps
interviewers attentive and accountable. They’re also the most predictive of
performance, partly because they tend to ensure standardization of questions across
candidates. See these tips from an HR hiring expert for more.
Test projects that simulate a potential job task. When every candidate receives the
same test, it’s far easier to compare candidates’ work. And research finds that test
projects are better at predicting job performance than any traditional interview question
you could ask. For more on the role test projects can play in hiring, see New manager
diary: How do you pick the right candidate for the job?

7. Standardize interview rating and evaluation forms.
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Imagine you ask two candidates the same question to gauge their ability to adapt to change.
Both give decent responses. But Candidate A looks tough, like he might have played football
in college. Candidate B, on the other hand, looks frail, like she was picked last in gym class.
You decide to go with Candidate A. However, unbeknownst to you, Candidate B is a cancer
survivor and actually far more resilient. Whoops.
In the absence of objective criteria to measure against, your biases can go wild, tricking you
into over-relying on visual cues and assumptions. That’s why you and the rest of your
interview team need to work from a mutual understanding of what you’re assessing. Write a
definition for each competency you plan to assess (these 25 competencies with descriptions
can get you started). Then, put the competencies into a scoring sheet. For instance, you
might use a scale of 1 to 6, and give an example of what each rating along the spectrum
looks like. See our Candidate evaluation form for a template and Deciding what to look for for
more tips.

8. Diversify and prep your team of interviewers.
Even if you’re making the final decision, a biased interview team means biased opinions that
might sway you (or fail to provide healthy challenges to your thinking). Consider the following
to create a team prepared to minimize bias:
Diversify. Do a quick gauge of the gender, age, and ethnic balance of your interview
team. Is it lopsided? And don’t overlook remote team members just because they’re
remote; they’ll likely have unique insights and will also need to work effectively with
your new hire.
Sync with interviewers on the competencies you’re looking for and the intent of
the interviews. Three different interviewers will have three different ideas of what
“good communication skills” entail, so go over competency definitions and ratings
scales ahead of time. Also be clear that you’re looking for interviewers to gather actual
evidence for how a candidate rates in each competency, not just form surface-level
impressions. (For interview tips, see Conducting the interview.)
Insist interviewers take notes. Their memories are no less susceptible to bias than
your own.
Prep interviewers on how bias affects interviews. Share this article, plus any
additional knowledge you have. Also mention that they shouldn’t discuss candidates
(and risk biasing each other) until after all evaluation forms have been submitted.

9. Schedule time right after interviews to fill out evaluation forms.
Even if you’re taking good notes, your memory of details will fade quickly. And when it does,
your biases will be waiting to suggest what a candidate — probably, maybe — said.
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Let’s say you estimate that it should take 30 minutes to complete the evaluation forms —
schedule that into the block of interview time. (You can always go back and tweak the
evaluation later if, say, on reflection you realize your original impressions were clouded by a
candidate’s charm.)
If this scheduling feat isn’t possible, at least ask the interview team to prioritize evaluations
— preferably completing them in the same day — without discussing candidates in the
meantime. And if you do group interviews, schedule the debrief only after everyone has
independently finished their evaluations.

10. Follow a process, not your intuition, when making your decision.
“I can’t decide between these two candidates, so I’m going with my gut.” Sound familiar?
Unfortunately, this approach makes you highly vulnerable to bias. In close-call situations, it’s
generally best to rely on the deliberate process you’ve put in place. As much as we love to
believe that our intuitions about people are uncannily perceptive, they usually aren’t as
helpful as the evidence we’ve collected.
To make better, less-biased decisions:
Use the evaluation forms as intended. Many managers start ignoring evaluation
scores that don’t line up with their inclinations (e.g., “He doesn’t have the highest
scores, but I really like him”) or cherry-pick data to validate a hunch. How were you
planning to use the evaluations? To average the scores and deliberate the two
candidates with the highest scores? Great! That’s one of many reasonable plans. So
stick with it.
Be certain any nagging concerns are backed up with evidence. For example, if
one interviewer says, “I don’t feel like he’s a good culture fit,” ask, “What leads you to
believe that?” If the response is along the lines of, “It’s a gut feeling,” then follow up and
ask for specific examples. That’s just not enough of a reason.
Don’t speculate. Which of the two candidates is more likely to stick around for three
years? If you realize you still have unanswered questions, go back to the candidate
and ask. Or ask their references.
Make your decision when you’re focused and mentally sharp. This is not an
activity you want to “power through” when you’re tired, hungry, or distracted. Biases are
more likely to guide you when your defenses are down.

11. Don’t make assumptions about candidates based on whether (or how)
they negotiate compensation.
When you make an offer, a candidate might be thinking anything from “It’s my duty to myself
to ask for more” to “I’m just happy to have a job — I don’t want to make my new manager
angry.” There would be no issue if everyone was equally likely to have one or the other
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mindset. But they’re not. Those from privileged groups are more likely to start negotiations
and be successful in them.
The only way to truly level the field is through a no-negotiation policy, which is likely out of
your control. Regardless, you can proactively avoid a common negotiation bias: viewing
women who negotiate firmly as “aggressive” rather than shrewd, even when they use the
same tactics as men.
And gender aside, don’t let any annoyance you feel toward tough negotiators lead to hasty
assumptions about their character. Research finds that many people change their
expectations and attitudes during negotiations. These people likely aren’t jerks, but rather
are adapting to the behavior they think the situation calls for.
In This Week's Newsletter

4 ways to strengthen your peer network (and become a more effective manager)
Topic: Building Relationships
Your success as a manager is highly dependent on other people in your company. Have you
built the right peer relationships?

4 tips to help you give better feedback to your boss
Topic: Giving Feedback
These tactics can give you the confidence to speak up — and boost the chances that your
feedback is well-received.
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